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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Introduction: Occupational hazards are disorders which
are induced due to work-related conditions. Oral healthcare
providers are continuously getting exposed to a number
occupation-related disorders. This may cause various
occupation-related disorders which then develop and
increase with years. Unawareness or ignorance makes oral
healthcare professionals more vulnerable to occupationrelated disorders. So health of oral healthcare professionals,
especially effect of dental activities on it, is important in the
present day, and as a matter of fact, not a well-documented
subject also.

Working is the major source of our income, lifestyle,
social life, and health too. Our surrounding environment
may cause many health hazards to us. During the last
two to three decades, epidemiologists have established
an association between the risk factors and their effects
on our health; one of these factors has been documented
as occupation.1 Bernadino Ramazzini is considered as
the father of occupational medicine and has established
the role of occupation in health and diseases.2-5 Occupational hazard has been defined as the risks arising out of
employment to the health of a person. It can also refer
to work, material, substance, process, or situation that
causes accidents or disorders at the workplace.6 Workrelated disorders can be multifactorial in origin too. In
such cases, work-related conditions can be one of the
dominant factors contributing for the appearance and
development of the health-related disorder.7
Previous literature suggests evidences that oral
healthcare professionals are prone to a number of
occupation-related disorders and most common health
issues are percutaneous exposure incidents, dental materials, radiation, noise, musculoskeletal disorders (MSD),
psychological problems, dermatitis, respiratory disorders,
eye insults, etc.6-8 These disorders are also significantly
influenced by factors like age, gender, working environment, and geographical factors.7 Daily, dentists and their
staff are in contact with traumatized tissues, saliva, blood
directly or indirectly; they may spread more infections
through such practice.9,10
Occupational hazards can be classified as biological,
biomechanical, chemical, physical, and psychological.
These disorders also have an economic and security
impacts when they reach a maximum level of severity.
This may also affect working ability of a person leading to
absences, unemployment, even early retirement or other
work-related disorders.

Aim: To summarize the important side of occupation-related
disorders influencing oral healthcare professionals and to
present its preventive measures.
Results: Previous literature suggests evidence of high vulnerability of oral healthcare professionals to certain work-related
disorders.
Conclusion: It is therefore, important that all the oral healthcare professionals remain constantly informed regarding
occupational hazards and implementation of preventive
strategies to provide a safe working environment. Continuous
education and appropriate interventions are needed to reduce
the complications of these hazards.
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OBJECTIVES
To summarize the important side of occupational hazards
in oral healthcare professionals through thorough literature search.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A thorough literature search was performed to understand
and identify the updates related to Occupational hazards.
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Inclusion Criteria
Original research articles, comparative studies, systematic and narrative reviews especially emphasizing on
occupational hazards.
Articles reported only in English were considered for
the present review.

Prevalence of Occupational Health
Hazards in India

Literatures, reports, questionnaire, and guidelines.

In India, a study conducted on Navy dentists concluded
that 47% of dentists faced an injury due to a sharp instrument during the past few months and backache was also
the commonest hazard reported by 70.6% of the personnel
followed by occasional anxiety and wrist ache.18 Another
study concluded that 77% oral healthcare professionals from Chandigarh, India, reported that injury from
sharp instruments was the most common occupational
hazard. Other occupational problems are job-related
stress (43.3%), MSD (39.8%), allergies (23.8%) which were
most common.19 Another study, which was conducted in
Andhra Pradesh state concluded that 78% of dentists had
at least one MSD symptom over the past few months and
common areas which were affected most were neck (52%),
low back (41%), shoulders (29%), and wrist (26%). It was
seen that one-third of the practitioners (40%) required sick
leave from their practice.20

Global Prevalence of Occupational Health
Hazards

Potential Sources for Occupational Hazards to
Oral Healthcare Professionals2,3

A previous literature suggests that some Italian dental
surgeries had shown high biocontamination. It was
33.3% for Legionella spp.,9 Another study carried out in
southern Thailand among dentists concluded that some
of the most common occupational health problems were
musculoskeletal pain (78%) and percutaneous injury
(50%).11 A study on Lithuanian dentists revealed that
fatigue (94.7%) and back pain (91.0%) are the most prevalent physical complaints. Hypertension, joint diseases,
and allergy were the most prevalent diagnosed and
treated diseases.12 A survey in Belgium revealed that
Flemish dentists had reported low back pain, 54% (stresscorrelated); vision problems, 52.3% (age-correlated);
infections, 9%; allergies, 22.5% (mainly latex).13 A survey
on occupational hazards among the clinical dental staff
at the dental hospitals in Nigeria revealed that backache was found one of the most frequently experienced
hazards in 47% of the subjects.14 Another study concluded that 33% dentists in Southern Iran reported that
they were suffering from lower back pain, while 28%
had neck pain.15 In a study carried out in Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia, among oral healthcare professionals to know the
prevalence of hearing problems in the last 5 years, 16.6%
of subjects reported to be suffering from tinnitus, 30%
of the subjects had difficulty in speech discrimination,
and 30.8% of the subjects had speech discrimination in
a background noise.16 In Australia, a study conducted
showed that most of dentists (87.2%) reported at least
one symptom of MSD in the past few months.17

• Working for longer duration in physically improper
positions.
• Percutaneous exposure incidents during close contact
with patient’s saliva and blood, facilitating the transmission of blood-borne pathogens.
• Exposure to infectious diseases including bioaerosols,
radiation, etc.
• Exposure to various types of chemicals which are
hazardous including mercury, silica, latex, etc., which
act by local action, inhalation, or ingestion.
In most of the developing countries, it was seen that
there is difficulty in obtaining accurate data regarding
occupational health diseases. Several factors responsible
may involve the following21:
• Many problems go unnoticed and are therefore, not
included or get ignored during data collection.
• Many problems even if oral healthcare professionals
notice, they do not think that it is work-related.
• If health professionals or employers recognized some
problems also that it is work-related, they do not
report sometimes.

Exclusion Criteria
Articles in which only abstracts were available.

Source of Literature
Contact with subject experts, electronic database like
PubMed, Google, and manual search were done till 2018
for the relevant literature using key phrase “Occupational
hazards.”

Information Obtained

Occupational Hazards
Psychological Hazards
Not only physical impairments affect oral healthcare professionals’ health. Job-related psychological disorders also
contribute greatly. Factors that affect psychological status
can be job-related stress, tension, depression, emotional
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exhaustion, and depersonalization. Stress is the most
common psychological condition that occurs in the oral
healthcare professionals. Previous literature suggests that
oral healthcare professionals perceive their profession
as more stressful compared with other occupations.22-25

Physical Hazards
The physical workload seems to put oral healthcare professionals at risk for the development of MSD. This may
include chemical dependency and MSD which is directly
related to practice, such as posture-related practices which
may increase the risk of twisting and contorting the body,
varicose veins, etc.24,26 Previous literature suggests that
musculoskeletal problems are high among oral healthcare
professionals compared with other professionals.27-29

EFFECTS OF NOISE30
Auditory Effects
• Auditory fatigue (90 dB or 4000 Hz)
• Temporary deafness (4000–6000 Hz)
• Permanent deafness (100 dB)

Nonauditory Effects
•
•
•
•

Interference with speech
Annoyance
Reduction in efficiency
Physiologic damage

Musculoskeletal Disorder
Musculoskeletal disorder is one of the common health
problems and 38 to 82% prevalence has been reported.
Musculoskeletal problems are basically a group of conditions which involve nerves, tendons, muscles, and their
supporting structures, such as intervertebral disks. It was
seen that young and less experienced professionals face
more MSD compared with older and experienced ones.
Common musculoskeletal problems include, low back
pain, shoulder pain, headache, hand and wrist pain. Low
back pain is more prevalent than other types. Musculoskeletal problems are mostly due to unidirectional twisting of the trunks repeatedly, working in one position for
long, prolonged static periods, and operator’s flexibility.30

Infectious Hazards
Transmissible diseases like human immunodeficiency
virus, hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus, Mycobacterium tuberculosis are currently of greatest concern
to healthcare professional. Oral healthcare professional
may get infected by a cut, wound or injury, needle stick
injury, aerosols of saliva, gingival fluid, natural organic
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dust particles, traces of materials, etc. Epidermis of hands,
oral epithelium, nasal epithelium, epithelium of upper
airways, bronchial tubes, alveoli, and conjunctival epithelium are some of the main entry points for infections
to a person. In order to overcome the infection spread, a
thorough knowledge about the infection, mode of transmission, and safety measures are required.30

Allergic Reactions
It was seen that most of the allergic skin reactions are
caused by latex gloves, but dental materials, solvents,
lubricating oils, detergents, X-ray processing chemicals,
etc., may also be responsible for the same.31

Ionizing Radiation
There is always an exposure to ionizing radiation due
to the use of X-ray machines in the dental office.32,33 Use
of safety glasses, appropriate shields can minimize or
eliminate the possibility of exposure to radiations.

Anesthetic Gases in the Dental Office
Oral healthcare professionals who use nitrous oxide gas
on a regular basis over an extended period of time face
problems.33,34

Legal Hazards
In every country, there are relevant statutes and regulations which apply to the practice of oral healthcare profession. The contravention of any of these may warrant
that legal actions be brought against an oral healthcare
professional particularly in developed countries where
the citizens appear more aware of their rights. Knowledge
regarding hazard awareness and prevention of legal risks
is important for safe working environment and it should
be made known to all clinical workers of all the hospitals.5

Prevention of Occupational Hazards31,33,35,36
• Infection control and proper handling of potentially
infected materials are very important regarding transmission of infection.
• Immunization: It can be one of the useful measures.
All oral healthcare professionals should be advised to
get immunized to avoid infectious diseases like HBV.
• For the reduction of aerosols and vapor dangers,
barrier techniques like gloves, masks, protective eye
wear, high power suction, good ventilation are very
helpful. Hypoallergic non-latex gloves are proposed
to overcome latex allergy.
• Lead aprons, periodic maintenance of the X-ray
machine and radiation level sensors are useful for
prevention of radiation hazards.
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• In case of MSD, knowledge in ergonomics may be of
great importance.
• Some previous literature suggests yoga as an alternative remedy to overcome occupational hazards, but
more information is not available on the same.37

CONCLUSION
Globally, oral healthcare professionals have reported
poor general health and suffering from various workrelated health problems. The oral healthcare profession
has always been known as uneasy occupation; therefore,
one must take into account serious work-related difficulties. Students should also be aware of the health risks in
oral healthcare profession. Secondly, all sorts of protection must be used during treatment in order to prevent
infectious diseases and other injuries. Furthermore, oral
healthcare professionals must be taught about coping
with stress patterns. They must be aware of the importance of maintaining good physical and mental health.
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